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How to send bulk SMS using Bulk SMS Software? 

How to download and uses of bulk SMS mobile marketing application? 

 

  

Bulk SMS mobile marketing software: 

Bulk Text Messaging Software provides facility to send single or multiple text messages to thousands of 

contacts altogether. Bulk SMS Software has import and composing option to load contacts using Excel or 

Text-based files and add or paste contacts manually. Users can send unique or personalized message for 

each contact by using data in various excel columns or can import contacts numbers and their respective 

SMS texts directly from excel file. 

Software allows users to send multiple numbers of messages without any internet connection over a 

worldwide location from a PC or laptop using window-based mobile phones. Software also gives the 

option of sending a standard message or a notification. 

Bulk SMS sender for Windows OS helps users to communicate worldwide with no use of Internet 

connection. User can send their personal or business messages to anyone in few mouse clicks. Users can 

load multiple contacts into software by clicking on Load Contacts from File button and send single or 
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multiple messages to them. Software allows adding recipient’s number manually and sending personal 

and business messages to them.  

PC to mobile SMS sender allows users to send group text messages and connect with a big number of 

individuals from anywhere in the globe. In only a few simple mouse clicks, text messaging software 

allows you to send event notice data and other messages to multiple Android, GSM mobile and 

Microsoft Windows based mobile users. Software provides an option to send UNICODE SMS containing 

alphabets, digits, and special characters.  

 This professional software has delayed delivery option to control the load of bulk SMS transmission. 

User can download the software and have a trial route of the software to know how the software works 

and send messages to multiple mobile phone users.  

Software Features: 

 Software helps to market the products and increase sales and revenue of a business. 

 Software supports Unicode languages to send messages worldwide. User can load contact list 

via excel or text files or add or paste numbers manually for delivering messages to multiple 

users.  

 Software provides SMS Sending Modes to check what type of setting will work on your mobile 

device before sending SMS.  

 Software is easily operable because of its simple user interface and design. Users can create 

Personalize dynamic SMS to convey their message clearly and precisely to customers. 

 Mass SMS sender for Windows OS enables users to send different notifications like job, 

personal, or business etc. to several people at once without the need for an internet connection. 

How to send Bulk SMS using software: 

Using bulk SMS mobile networking software, we can send bulk of messages through different platforms 

according to our requirements. User can connect vary customers at once. Bulk SMS mobile marketing 

application provides the user a well understandable graphical user interface to make easy use of the 

application. User can use our various software products to send bulk SMS like – Bulk SMS Mobile 

marketing – Professional, Bulk SMS mobile marketing – GSM, Bulk SMS mobile marketing – Android, 

Bulk SMS mobile marketing – Blackberry, Bulk SMS mobile marketing – Multi USB Modems, Bulk SMS 

mobile marketing – Multi Mobile.   

Software allows users to efficiently transmit product details to targeted clients and customers including 

festival offers, discounts, given services, schemes and other business information. Software has delayed 

delivery option which helps controlling and customizing the load of SMS broadcasting. User Select the 

Delayed Delivery Options and specify the Number of SMS and Time interval to delay or pause SMS 

delivery at a given time interval. 
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User can download the bulk SMS mobile marketing software from the official website and use the 

application as following the steps given below: 

Consider These Steps to download and use the software: 

Step 1: Go to the official website to reach and download the software. 

Step 2: After downloaded the software, Wizard shows connected devices information (such as 

device, manufacturer, model number etc.) 

Step 3: Click on “Use selected device to send SMS” button for sending SMS. 

Step 4: You can select “Delayed delivery”, “Use Exclusion Rules”, “Save sent items” and other 

options as per your requirements. 

Step 5: Click “Send” button to send the SMS or messages. 

Why Use Bulk SMS Sender: 

• To send multiple SMS at once. 

• To save the time we can use bulk SMS software. 

• Can easily promote one’s business and organization. 

• Performs nationally and internationally. 

• Can be used on various digital platforms like android phones, blackberry, GSM mobile 

communication etc. 

Software Link: https://www.bulksmsmobilemarketing.com/bulksmsmblmrkt/pctomobile.html 

Download Link: https://www.bulksmsmobilemarketing.com/downloads/Bulk-SMS-Android-

Demo.exe 
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